The 
Let a closed orientable 3-manifold M be the union of two handlebodies H. and W, whose intersection T is their common boundary. Suppose M contains a 2-sphere that bounds no 3-cell. Then M contains a 2-sphere S that bounds no 3-cell and so that S n T is a simple closed curve.
In the following we will work in the category of simplicial complexes and peicewise linear maps. All manifolds are compact and orientable, all homologies will be over Z, the rank of homology groups will be the free rank and the rank of homotopy groups will be the minimal number of generators needed for a presentation.
A closed manifold will be compact and without boundary. By a Heegaard splitting of genus n we will mean two 3-dimensional handlebodies of genus n sewn together along their boundaries by a
Received by the editors July 3, 1974. X will be the genus of H, If X is a handlebody with pillboxes, of genus n, or a closed 3-manifold of Heegaard genus n, then the homology deficiency of X will be n -rank [A/,(X)]; the homotopy deficiency will be n -rank [^(X)].
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Note that both numbers are nonnegative and that rank ttA\X) > rank W,(X). Proof.
Case 1. X is closed or dX = S . We can assume that X is closed since we can always sew a 3-cell onto <9X. Let C be a fake 3-cell in X and let D = X -C. Since lens spaces contain no fake cells we can assume that genus X > 2. If X is a homotopy 3-sphere, genus X > 2 and the desired
